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the German conscript thinks " ; this in addition to 2 hours'
revision work on novel.
Friday, August zist.
Davray wrote me the other day from Paris, stating without any
hint of scepticism (i) that the menu of the dinner which the
Kaiser was to eat in Paris on August I2th had been prepared in
advance. And (2) that hi the cellars of the H6tel du Khin a
garlanded bust of the Emperor had been found ready to expose
in the Place Vendome when the Kaiser should pass through.
Great spectacular depressing fact of the surrender of Brussels
to the Germans this morning. But by the afternoon I had got
quite used to it, and was convinced that it was part of the Allies
preconceived plan and that all was well. But before getting
this reassuring conviction I had gone upstairs and written 1,200
words in 2 hours.
Sunday, August 2yd.
A tale yesterday that eighty men had been engaged all day in
searching for a spy who had not been found (in this neighbour-
hood, that is) 1
Sullivan * said that he had an enormous belief in the British
Expeditionary Force, and that he thought it would ' cause
consternation' 1 Nevertheless he was sure that the Germans
would get to Paris, and he bet me a present worth £5 that they
would.
Tuesday, August 2$th.
Yesterday's rumours. Mathews (who came with wife and
daughter to play tennis) said that a friend of his had a friend
who with others had been sent out to Belgium, a fortnight
before the declaration of war, with British guns for the Liege
forts and to instruct the Belgians in the use of the said guns.
This friend's friend had not returned The theory held by the
friend was that the Germans were taken by surprise by the
range of the Liege guns. This reminds me that though we had
constant news that the Liege forts were holding out, we have
only had indirect news that they have fallen. Qemenceau is
right in demanding full news of defeats.
Psychological consequence of fall of Namur.   We were all
1 The late Herbert Sullivan.
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